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Hce-tcam1-wra installation manual

OVERVIEW You can count on alpines to overcome themselves. Your HCE-TCAM1-WRA rear view camera to select Wranglers 2007-up is no exception. This beautiful system gives you a factory look smoothly, while adding a rear view camera, reverse LED light, and brake light to your vehicle. Cool thing is the camera
shows everything you see on any after-sales touchscreen car equipment with a composite video input (RCA). The wide view of the camera and led-improved visibility for night driving make it an essential off-roading Wrangler. You can count on alpine to overcome themselves. Your HCE-TCAM1-WRA rear view camera to
select Wranglers 2007-up is no exception. This beautiful system gives you a factory look smoothly, while adding a rear view camera, reverse LED light, and brake light to your vehicle. Cool thing is the camera shows everything you see on any after-sales touchscreen car equipment with a composite video input (RCA).
The wide view of the camera and led-improved visibility for night driving make it an essential off-roading Wrangler. Adding a 3rd brake doesn't matter if you still have your factory spare tire or an after-sales - the HCE-TCAM1-WRA adapts directly to the spare tire frame using alpine variety of assembly sites included. You
will gain a brake of 6-1/4 x 2 in addition to a weather-resistant rear view camera, all without drilling any holes. Mounting new lug makes it easy to remove the unit when you need to get to the spare. You will also find the wiring required to install this camera and connect it to the car's music equipment. Installation note:
Some wire impalation may be required, so if this is your first installation of its kind, you may want to consider a professional installation. READ LESS rear view camera and brake light designed to select 2007-up Jeep Wranglersincludes three assembly sites for use with factory and rear-angle spare parts complete with
after-sales touchscreen radios through composite (RCA) video reverse light connection for guerraranty lighting: 3 years Our 60-day money back guaranteeMFR #HCE-TCAM1-WRA Spare Tire Camera &amp;& Light System: The Alpine HCE-TCAM1-WRA features a 3-in-1 design consisting of a rear view camera, LED
third brake light, and LED reverse light in a round 7 home that is installed in the spare tire frame of your Jeep Wrangler. Backup camera: The backup camera features a 1/4 color CMOS image sensor (300,000 pixels) and a wide-angle lens (132° horizontal / 105° vertical). Its range is approximately 1.0 to 100,000 lux. The
backup camera is optimally angled within the spare tire frame to provide visibility for both nearby and distant objects behind your Jeep Wrangler. The camera backup image will be displayed on the video screen of the compatible receiver on the dashboard. Third brake light: The third brake light is 6.25 (w) x 2 (h) and
extends through the middle of the unit to provide additional security. Reverse light: Reverse light is not only useful when backing up, but also illuminates camera viewing in low light situations. Note: This rear view camera system is understood only as a backup help; never rely solely on the rear view camera when a
backup is made. In addition to using the rear view camera, always look behind you to make sure everything is clear when backing up your vehicle. Compatibility: Alpine HCE-TCAM1-WRA spare tire camera and light system adapts to 2007-Up Jeep Wranglers (JK) with spare tire assembly and factory wheel or after-sales
wheel on the back (compatible with most after-sales wheels). It works with Alpine's WRA series of dash receivers designed specifically for Jeep Wrangler, as well as other aftermarket and factory receivers in dash with a video screen and camera input. Alpine WRA-Series: Compatible with Alpine 9 script systems for the
Jeep Wrangler (X209-WRA, X109-WRA, X009-WRA, i109-WRA, &amp; i209-WRA; all are sold separately). Aftermarket Stereo: supports after-sales head drives with a built-in video screen and a camera input consisting of a composite video jack. Factory Radio: Connecting to a factory radio with a video screen and
camera input requires Alpine's HRN-CAMCH adapter (500HRNCAMC, sold separately) and dealer programming (charges will apply). Owner and composite video connector: The Alpine HCE-TCAM1-WRA is equipped with an owner-made video connector and composed for greater flexibility when it comes to
compatibility. The owner connector is designed specifically for 9 restyle dash systems for the Jeep Wrangler (X209-WRA, X109-WRA, X009-WRA, i109-WRA, &amp; i209-WRA; all sold separately). The composite video jack offers compatibility with almost any after-sales stereo with a built-in prede video screen and
composite video camera input. Rugged housing: The Alpine HCE-TCAM1-WRA spare tire camera and light system is waterproof and dust proof with an IP66 rating (universal standards established for international product protection marking), so it is ready for off-road challenges such as heavy dust and water crossings.
The home has a matte black finish with grey powder coat accents of metal pistol. It has a footprint of 7,125 meters in diameter. Mountain of spare tires: The Alpine HCE-TCAM1-WRA backup camera system conveniently installs on the spare tire frame for an integrated look and is easily removed. The HCE-TCAM1-WRA
adheres to the spare tire frame of its Jeep Wrangler and is fixed using the factory lug nut or an optional after-sales wheel lock. It is compatible with most factory and after-sales wheels and comes with three assembly poles of different lengths, allowing you to choose a place adapts to the depth of the spare wheel. A
removable rubber cap with an unsaushed Alpine logo covers the wheel lock in the center of the unit. Q &amp;&amp; In Q Can I get a spare tire camera assembly center without a rest light on it? [ Chris Aug 31, 2018 ] 2 responses A I don't think is available without the light. It's the same wire, you're not running two wires
just one from the front of the vehicle to the back. Easy peezy! If I can install it, so can you. Nicholas Set 01, 01, ] Personal A This model includes additional brake light. If you are electrically inclined you could easily disconnect the brake light, but I'm not sure why you'd want to do this. [ tcowden August 31, 2018 ] The staff
SHOWS MORE SHOWS FEWER ITEMS The HCE-TCAM1-WRA adheres to the frame of spare tires and is fixed using the female LUG OEM or an after-sales wheel lock, for easy removal and quick locking of the wheel. It is compatible with most aftermarket and OEM wheels using the spare tire frame. Three mounting
poles of different lengths are included, so you can choose the right one to fit the depth of the spare wheel/tire. The HCE-TCAM1-WRA supports the factory Jeep display. Use the ALP-HRN-CAMCH custom harness (sold separately) to connect the HCE-TCAM1-WRA to your Jeep's screen. After installation, the factory
radio will require programming to activate the camera input. The programming can be made by your local Jeep dealership. OVERVIEW You can count on alpines to overcome themselves. Your HCE-TCAM1-WRA rear view camera to select Wranglers 2007-up is no exception. This beautiful system gives you a factory
look smoothly, while adding a rear view camera, reverse LED light, and brake light to your vehicle. Cool thing is the camera shows everything you see on any after-sales touchscreen car equipment with a composite video input (RCA). The wide view of the camera and led-improved visibility for night driving make it an
essential off-roading Wrangler. You can count on alpine to overcome themselves. Your HCE-TCAM1-WRA rear view camera to select Wranglers 2007-up is no exception. This beautiful system gives you a factory look smoothly, while adding a rear view camera, reverse LED light, and brake light to your vehicle. Cool
thing is the camera shows everything you see on any after-sales touchscreen car equipment with a composite video input (RCA). The wide view of the camera and led-improved visibility for night driving make it an essential off-roading Wrangler. Adding a 3rd brake doesn't matter if you still have your factory spare tire or
an after-sales - the HCE-TCAM1-WRA adapts directly to the spare tire frame using alpine variety of assembly sites included. You will gain a brake of 6-1/4 x 2 in addition to a weather-resistant rear view camera, all without drilling any holes. Mounting new lug makes it easy to remove the unit when you need to get to the
spare. You will also find the wiring required to install this camera and connect it to the car's music equipment. Installation note: An installation note may require a wire impalation, so if this is your first installation of its kind, you may want to consider a professional installation. READ LESS rear view camera and brake light
designed to select 2007-up Jeep Wranglersincludes three assembly sites for use with factory and rear spare wide angle tires with after-sales touchscreen radios via composite (RCA) video reverse light connection for lighting: 3 yearsOur 60 days money back guaranteeMFR #HCE-TCAM1-WRA Spare parts Camera
&amp;& Light System: The Alpine HCE-TCAM1-WRA features a 3-in-1 design consisting of a rear view camera, LED third brake light and LED reverse light in a round house of 7 that is installed in the spare tire frame of your Jeep Wrangler. Backup camera: The backup camera features a 1/4 color CMOS image sensor
(300,000 pixels) and a wide-angle lens (132° horizontal / 105° vertical). Its lighting range is approximately 1.0 to 100,000 lux. The backup camera is optimally angled within the spare tire frame to provide visibility for both nearby and distant objects behind your Jeep Wrangler. The camera backup image will be displayed
on the video screen of the compatible receiver on the dashboard. Third brake light: The third brake light is 6.25 (w) x 2 (h) and extends through the middle of the unit to provide additional security. Reverse light: Reverse light is not only useful when backing up, but also illuminates the camera's viewing angle in low light
situations. Note: This rear view camera system is understood only as a backup help; never rely solely on the rear view camera when a backup is made. In addition to using the rear view camera, always look behind you to make sure everything is clear when backing up your vehicle. Compatibility: Alpine HCE-TCAM1-
WRA spare tire camera and light system adapts to 2007-Up Jeep Wranglers (JK) with spare tire assembly and factory wheel or after-sales wheel on the back (compatible with most after-sales wheels). It works with Alpine's WRA series of dash receivers designed specifically for Jeep Wrangler, as well as other aftermarket
and factory receivers in dash with a video screen and camera input. Alpine WRA-Series: Compatible with Alpine 9 script systems for the Jeep Wrangler (X209-WRA, X109-WRA, X009-WRA, i109-WRA, &amp; i209-WRA; all are sold separately). Aftermarket Stereo: supports after-sales head drives with a built-in video
screen and a camera input consisting of a composite video jack. Factory Radio: Connecting to a factory radio with a video screen and camera input requires Alpine's HRN-CAMCH adapter (500HRNCAMC, sold separately) and dealer programming (charges will apply). Owner and composite video connector: The Alpine
HCE-TCAM1-WRA is equipped with an owner-made video connector and composed for greater flexibility when it comes to compatibility. The owner connector is designed specifically for 9 restyle dash systems for the Jeep Wrangler (X209-WRA, X109-WRA, X009-WRA, i109-WRA, &amp; i209-WRA; all sold separately).
The composite video jack offers compatibility with almost after-sales stereo with built-in prede video screen and composite video camera input. Rugged housing: The Alpine HCE-TCAM1-WRA spare tire camera and light system is waterproof and dust proof with an IP66 rating (universal standards established for
international product protection marking), so it is ready for off-road challenges such as heavy dust and water crossings. The home has a matte black finish with grey powder coat accents of metal pistol. Has a 7,125 7,125 Footprint. Mountain of spare tires: The Alpine HCE-TCAM1-WRA backup camera system
conveniently installs on the spare tire frame for an integrated look and is easily removed. The HCE-TCAM1-WRA adheres to the spare tire frame of its Jeep Wrangler and is fixed using the factory lug nut or an optional after-sales wheel lock. It is compatible with most factory and after-sales wheels and comes with three
mounting poles of different lengths, allowing you to choose a place that suits the depth of the spare wheel. A removable rubber cap with an unsaushed Alpine logo covers the wheel lock in the center of the unit. Q &amp;&amp; In Q Can I get a spare tire camera assembly center without a rest light on it? [ Chris Aug 31,
2018 ] 2 responses A I don't think is available without the light. It's the same wire, you're not running two wires just one from the front of the vehicle to the back. Easy peezy! If I can install it, so can you. [ Nicholas Set 01, 2018 ] Personal A This model includes additional brake light. If you are electrically inclined you could
easily disconnect the brake light, but I'm not sure why you'd want to do this. [ tcowden August 31, 2018 ] STAFF SHOW MORE LIKE FEWER ARTICLES ARTICLES
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